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ABSTRACT
This paper begins with a brief review of the Chinese PV industry, especially the mono crystalline silicon
market. In the situation of a booming mono market, the mono wafer manufacturers are optimizing their
capacity in order to guarantee a steady supply and to satisfy increasing customer demand. In addition,
these manufacturers strive to drive down the cost of mono wafers and increase wafer performance through
continuing technological development, especially in the areas of silicon ingot pulling and wafer slicing.
With advanced pulling technology, mono silicon wafers can be produced with a low oxygen concentration
and a long minority carrier lifetime, both of which are essential for excellent wafer performance. The
development of diamond wire saw technology in recent years, compared with traditional slurry slicing, has
dramatically reduced the slicing cost; it is also the perfect solution for thin wafer slicing, which directly
reduces the silicon material cost per wafer. Alternatively, in order to facilitate the mono PV industry
development, some of the leading companies are promoting various wafer product standards, such as the
M2 wafer from LONGi. It is believed that all the above endeavours could boost the mono wafer market and
help achieve grid parity.

Introduction

In the Chinese PV market,
multicrystalline silicon firmly holds
a large market share compared with
monocrystalline silicon, entirely as
a result of the development of the
Chinese PV industry. Dating back to
around 2008, silicon casting technology
has b e en successf ully de velop e d
in China, with multi wafer factory
production capacity reaching GW
scale. Because multicrystalline silicon
casting was extremely productive
(five times greater than mono pulling
furnace manufacturing), the Chinese
PV market began moving to multi and
attracted enormous investment. This
staggering expansion lasted for several
years, which led, as we know, to a
tremendous overcapacity and to the
Chinese PV industry facing a period
of severe disarray. Factories across the
industry started to shut down their
mono production lines or convert them
to multi, since multi was lower in cost
and higher in productivity. Thousands
of factories were facing a crisis and even
closed. The mono proportion of the
market, of course, declined dramatically:
by 2013 there were only four or five
independent mono wafer factories left in
the market.

“Low-cost high-performance

wafers are becoming
increasingly important to solar
cell manufacturers and the
wafer suppliers upstream.”
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With the constant efforts by the
mono wafer companies to expand
mono production and technology
R&D, the cost of mono wafers has
f allen rapidly over the l a st fe w
years . In addition, diamond wire
saw technology (initially developed
for mono wafers) has dramatically
brought down the cost of mono wafers
e ven further. Moreover, with the
Chinese PV market becoming more
mature in terms of understanding
b oth investment and te chnolog y
perspectives, along with the evolution
of related industries, the Chinese
PV market focus is shifting to highefficiency solar cells, which could
significantly reduce costs and yield
greater financial profit. As a result,
low-cost high-performance wafers are
becoming increasingly important to
solar cell manufacturers and the wafer
suppliers upstream.

Growth of the
monocrystalline market

After more than ten years of rapid
growth, the Chinese PV industr y
has now entered a period of steady
growth. Nevertheless, the technology
related to monocr ystalline silicon
wafer production is still in a
p e r i o d o f r ap i d i n n o v at i o n a n d
development. Emerging solar cell
technologies – such as p-type
passivated emitter rear cell (PERC),
n-type passivated emitter, rear totally
dif f u s e d (PE RT ), he terojunc tion
with intrinsic thin layer (HIT) and
interdigitated back contact (IBC) –

are gradually becoming sufficiently
mature for mass production.
C o mp a re d w i th mu l t i c r y s t a l l i n e
solar cells , monocr ystalline solar
cells are demonstrating increasingly
outstanding efficiencies: for example,
Kaneka announced that its new HJ-IBC
solar cell achieved an efficiency of
26.3%, which is a record-breaking
efficiency for a Si solar cell [1].
On another note, the cost of mono
solar wafers is being reduced through
pro cess te chnolog y and material
innovations, especially in the areas
of ingot growing and wafer slicing. In
addition, considering the price decline
of auxiliary materials, the non-silicon
cost gap between mono wafers and
multi wafers is getting smaller and
smaller, and is expected to level out, or
even reverse, in the next three to five
years. Consequently, the latest mono
solar cells are outstanding, with the
advantages of high efficiency and low
cost, and the mono wafer market is
exhibiting aggressive growth.
The number of monocr ystalline
silicon solar module installations in
China has steadily increased in recent
years, and a market share of over 60%
is forecast for 2018. It is expected that
the mono cell market in 2017 might
be limited by mono wafer supply,
and serious mono wafer shortage is
becoming an obstacle to mono cell
market scaling.

Expansion of mono wafer
production capacity

Given the current situation, mono
wafer manufacturers are optimizing

their production capacity planning
in order to guarantee a steady supply
and to satisfy growing market demand.
Furthermore, it is believed that the
increased production and sales volume
will help dilute R&D spending and
management/administration costs,
as well as reducing supply chain and
logistics costs.
LONGi is one of the largest mono
wafers providers in China; Fig. 1 shows
its expansion plan, which is aggressive
and anticipates a 5G W year-onyear increase. In 2019 the estimated
production capacity will reach 25GW
for monocrystalline silicon ingots and
wafers.
L O N G i ’s c a p a c i t y e x p a n s i o n
optimization has a number of
advantages . First , the increa sing
production of monocr ystalline
ingots and wafers could meet the
surging market demand and help the
development of the mono market.
Second, the capacity expansion could
reduce the average cost of operation.
Third, the wide distribution of LONGi
manufacturing sites could spread the
business risk , and utilize the lowcost resources in specific locations
in order to reduce production costs
f ur ther. L a st , but not le a st , the
production at the Yunnan site, which
is currently under construction, will
largely use hydroelectric power; thus
it will be possible to realize a smaller
carbon footprint for wafer production
a n d e n h a n ce th e e nv i ro n m e nt a l
performance of the PV industry.
Capacity expansion is one way in
which mono wafer manufacturers
are coping with the developing mono
market; the other important aspect is
technology innovation, which could
improve mono wafer performance,
indirectly bringing down the cost.
Besides recharge CZ (RCZ), largecr ystal silicon re charg ing , w afer
d i m e n s i o n o p t i m i z at i o n a n d s o
on, some areas of investigation are
minority-carrier lifetime, oxygen
concentration, diamond wire sawing
and thinner wafers.

Pulling technology
development – oxygen
control and improved
minority-carrier lifetime

With the development of the PV
industr y, the achievement of grid
parity requires a higher conversion
efficiency for solar cells; this imposes
higher intrinsic quality requirements
on cr ystalline silicon material,
especially with regard to minoritycarrier lifetime, impurity content,
density of defects, etc. The minoritycarrier lifetime is directly related to
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Figure 1. LONGi’s plan for wafer production capacity expansion.

Figure 2. LONGi IQE charts for high-oxygen and low-oxygen wafers.
the conversion efficiency of solar cells
[2]. Impurities and defects are the two
main factors affecting minority-carrier
lifetime. In monocrystalline silicon
wafers, oxygen is the main impurity
[3]; therefore, for the future highefficiency solar cells, one key challenge
is decreasing the oxygen content.
From experimental investigations,
the degradation of mono solar cell
efficienc y is correlated to oxygen
precipitation.
I n g e n e r a l , s i l i co n s o l a r cel l s
do not respond to wavelengths of
ultraviolet light below around 0.35µm
and to wavelengths of infrared light
above 1.15µm; the peak value of the
spectral response is in the range
0.8~0.9µm. Depending on the solar
cell manufacturing process and the
resistivity of the material, when
the resistivity is low, the spectral
response peak value is around 0.9µm.
In essence, the spectral response to
long wavelengths mainly depends
on the minority-carrier lifetime and

on the diffusion length in the bulk.
In the case of short wavelengths,
the response is mainly determined
by the minor ity -c ar r ier life time
in the diffusion layer and by the
recombination velocity at the front
surface.
The internal quantum efficiency
(IQE) will be reduced in the longwavelength regions after an extended
period of light exposure; an example
of such a phenomenon i s lig htinduced degradation (LID). The LID
effect is closely related to oxygen
concentration. Fig. 2 shows that the
decrease in IQE for wafers with low
oxygen concentration after 48h LID is
smaller than that for wafers with high
oxygen concentration.
A sensitivity model of the surface
recombination and bulk lifetime in a
high-efficiency back-contact (IBC)
solar cell demonstrates that solar
cell p er for mance b e come s more
sensitive to bulk lifetime as the frontsurface diffusion recombination is
Photovol t ai c s Inter n ati onal
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reduced. This means that, at the same
surface current density, the solar
cell efficiency increases with higher
minority-carrier lifetime, and when
the surface current density is low, the
increase in efficiency could be much
greater [3].
Measurements of external
quantum efficienc y (EQE) of the
solar cells with different oxygen
densities after different anneals have
revealed that wafers with the highest
density of oxygen produce the worst
performance [4].
One study of the impact of different
improvements on the efficiency of
PERCs has indicated that the longlifetime wafer, i.e. 1ms wafer, is one of
the key factors of the high-efficiency
solar cell roadmap; other factors
include metallization technolog y,
multi-wire, thin fingers and selective
emitters [5]. In that study, the impact
of rapid thermal annealing (RTA) was
investigated; the RTA was performed
in a belt-type firing furnace, as used
for the me t alli z ation of s c re enprinted silicon solar cells. By varying
t h e p e a k t e mp e r at u r e s a n d t h e
cooling rates of the RTA treatment,
significant differences in the lifetimes
after complete degradation, after
dark annealing and after permanent
re co v e r y w e re o b s e r v e d . It w a s
possible to improve the permanently
recovered lifetime much more
dramatically, from 1.1ms to 1.54ms,
which means that the long-lifetime
wafers undergo a far better permanent
recovery on the basis of high bulk
minority-carrier lifetime. The LID of
long-lifetime wafers is minimized after
the RTA process. Long-lifetime wafers
are therefore the industry requirement
for high-efficiency solar cells.
To s u m u p , a l o w o x y g e n
concentration and a long minoritycarrier lifetime are the two key issues
for high-efficiency solar cells at the
wafer level; much R&D work and
many studies focus on such challenges
in the PV industr y. The upgraded
pulling technology is stable and its
implementation is ongoing in order to
reduce the oxygen concentration and
to improve the lifetime of wafers in
mass production.
Today it is possible to produce
monocrystalline silicon ingots with a
long lifetime, low oxygen concentration
and high-quality uniformity across
the whole ingot. For example, Fig. 3
shows the performance of LONGi’s
n-type ingot sample with an advanced
controlled crystal pulling process:
a minority-carrier lifetime (MCL)
of over 10ms (90% of the ingot) is
achieved, with a peak value of around
24ms. The wafer resistivity is 1–7Ω·cm.
w w w.p v - te ch . o rg
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Figure 3. Oxygen concentration and MCL for LONGi’s n-type ingot sample.
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Figure 4. Oxygen concentration and MCL for LONGi’s p-type ingot sample.
I n co nt r a s t , Fi g . 4 sh o w s th e
performance of LONGi’s p-type ingot
sample with an advanced controlled
crystal pulling process: an MCL of
above 300µs (over 100% of the ingot) is
achieved, with a peak value of greater
than 1ms.
As shown above, mono
manufacturers can supply ingot/
wafer products that have improved
performance. Several technical issues
still need to be dealt with, however,
and are currently under investigation.
Ring patterns on thin mono wafer
surfaces have been observed using
photoluminescence (PL) tests, and
also ring patterns on the fabricated
solar cell using electroluminescence
(EL) tests ; this raises worries of
re duce d cell efficienc y. Through
research and investigation, it has been
determined that the ring patterns are
formed during the process of ingot

pulling, and that they are inherent and
inevitable [6].

Slicing technology
development – diamond
wire slicing

Monocrystalline solar cell
development is mainly committed to
achieving grid parity, which requires
fo c u sing on hig h ef f ic ienc y and
low cost. Innovations in materials,
solar cell structures, manufacturing
processes and so on are what drive the
PV industry to move forwards. On the
other hand, efforts to keep costs down
are another key to PV industry scaling.
Wafer cost can be divided into
silicon cost and non-silicon cost. Most
technology innovations and upgrades
today are aimed at reducing the nonsilicon cost contribution. Room for
further reducing the non-silicon cost,

however, is becoming less and less;
thus it is beneficial to look at the
silicon cost segment.
Diamond wire slicing is the process
of using wire of various diameters
and lengths , impregnated with
diamond particles of various sizes, to
cut through materials. This type of
sawing produces less kerf and waste
material than traditional methods,
such as the slurry slicing method.
Unlike slurry saws, which use bare
wire and contain the cutting material
in the cutting fluid, diamond wire
saws just use water (or some other
fluid) for lubrication, cooling the cut
and removing debris. Monocrystalline
silicon is composed of silicon atoms
in an extended orderly arrangement,
with no grain boundaries or hard
spots ; hence the monocr ystalline
wafer is suited to the diamond wire
sawing technique. Diamond wire saw
technology has therefore become a
perfectly matched option for mono
wafer slicing, and significantly reduces
costs.
Compared with the slurry slicing
method, diamond wire slicing can cut
wafers that have smooth surfaces with
shallow regions of damage; moreover,
the wafers produce d have better
strength, thus supporting thinner
wafers. The diamond wire slicing
method also brings the added benefit
of lower metal concentration on the
silicon wafer surface.

“The trend for thinner

wafers is the future for the
solar industry.

”

Thinner wafers

back-surface recombination losses
significantly degrade the efficiency;
innovations with regard to materials,
processes , device structures , etc.
(for example, the PERL-type cell) are
therefore required in order to continue
scaling the wafer thickness.
Compare d with the traditional
solar cell structure, the new HIT
solar cell reaps many more benefits
from thinner wafers, notably higher
efficiencies . The world-class HIT
solar cell has so far demonstrated a
laboratory conversion efficiency of
25.6% [8].
For thin wafers, several challenges
still exist. Although wafer strength
is initially outstanding, the bending
strength is reduced with decreasing
wafer thickness; further studies have
shown that bending strength can be
improved after the texturing process.
In addition, thin mono wafers with
micro-cracks and/or V-shape chips
have shown higher probability
o f b r e a k a g e . Wi t h i m p r o v e d
manufacturing processes and
inspection tool upgrades, however, the
potential for wafer breakage can be
minimized.
Besides the wafer quality being
improved with pulling technologies,
the same is true with slicing
technologies upgraded by diamond
wire. Wafer thicknesses down to
110µm have been achieved in an R&D
setting. Recently, the most technically
challenging issues for thin wafers have
been resolved, resulting in the creation
of extra-thin (down to 100µm) wafers;
Fig. 5 shows the first 100µm wafer
manufactured by LONGi in 2014. In
contrast, a wafer thickness of 150µm is
currently possible in mass production,

The industr y has up to now been
concentrating on aspects other than
silicon, and the non-silicon cost has
kept on decreasing dramatically in
recent years. The trend for thinner
wafers, however, is the future for the
solar industr y. The thinner wafer
solution is becoming increasingly
important, since it directly addresses
the reduction of the silicon cost of
wafers. In order to bring down the
cost, and facilitate the development
of the solar industr y, the market
has been promoting thinner wafers
in recent years, driven by some of
the leading companies. LONGi, for
example, passes on the benefit of
reduced silicon costs of wafers to the
customers, i.e. thinner wafers at a
lower price.
At the moment , multi-wire
cutting is widely used for solar cell
wafering: thousands of wafers can
be produced in a single-pass cut. In
order to produce more wafers from a
single ingot, silicon wafer thinning is
necessary. Wafer thinning technology
could directly bring down the average
wafer cost, since less kerf is produced
and more wafers are created.
For typical cell technology, however,
th e p e r fo r m a n ce o f th i n w a fe r s
is inherently inferior in terms of
efficiency: thinner wafers yield lower
IQEs in the long-wavelength region.
To maintain a high efficienc y for
wafers of thicknesses below 200µm,
a lower back-surface recombination
i s ne ce ssar y [7]. S c re en- pr inte d
p-type cells with an Al back-side field
(BSF) can scale to a minimum wafer
thickness of around 170–180µm. For
thicknesses below that, optical and

Wafer thickness

2013

2015

2017

200µm

60%

3%

X

p-type

190µm

30%

55%

35%

180µm

10%

40%

55%

<180µm

X

2%

10%

200µm

100%

50%

0%

180µm

X

30%

90%

<180µm(110µm)

X

X

10%

n-type
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Table 1. LONGi wafer shipment statistics.
Dimensions

Diameter [mm]

Length [mm]

Area [cm2]

Increased area [cm2]

8 inch

200.00

156.00

238.95

-

M2

210.00

157.75

244.32

5.37 (2.25%)

Table 2. Wafer dimension comparison.
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monocrystalline market share, which
clearly indicates that there is a growing
demand for high-efficiency wafers
along with high expectations.

Materials

Figure 5. A flexible solar cell made from a LONGi 100µm wafer.
with all the wafer capacity being easily
converted to thinner wafer thicknesses
according to a particular customer’s
request.
As Table 1 shows, the thin wafers
manufactured by LONGi have been
in increasing demand since 2013; in
2017 it is expected that over 65% of
the company’s wafer products will be
thin wafers, i.e. with thicknesses of
180µm and below. The shipment data
of LONGi, a supplier of mono wafers,
indicate that the market is moving to
thin wafers.

Promotion of an industry
standard – the M2 wafer

To help and facilitate the development
of the PV industry, planning work
has been under way to create a wafer
product standard, especially from a
wafer manufacturer ’s perspective.
At the end of 2013, LONGi’s M2
mono wafer was introduced; on the
basis of the product’s technology
and market performance, it has been
widely accepted by customers and
is becoming the industry standard.
Furthermore, mono wafer companies
are actively promoting wafer-thinning
technology, so that the cost of the
mono wafer can be reduced even
further and such wafers can thus be
more competitive in the market. In
consequence, the PV industry could
become a more important player in
the field of energy and could achieve
grid parity.
The larger-wafer products – M2
mono wafers (Table 2) – have several
advantages. First, the unified single
crystalline product specifications help
to reduce costs in the upstream and
42
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downstream industry chains. Second,
with virtually no changes necessary to
the production line, single-cell power
output is increased and the value of
a single cell is improved. Third, solar
module power is enhanced, and the
single-solar-module performance to
price ratio is improved.

“There has been a

significant increase in the
monocrystalline market
share, which clearly indicates
that there is a growing
demand for high-efficiency
wafers.
Conclusion

”

Innovations in structure technology,
manufacturing processes and materials
are being introduced, all of which lead
to a lower cost for monocrystalline
compared with multicrystalline, with a
wide scope for even further reductions.
Meanwhile, as manufacturing
technologies continue to be studied,
they are reaching the level of maturity
suitable for mass production, especially
w i t h r e g a r d t o ox y g e n co nt r o l ,
improved minority-carrier lifetime,
decreased degradation, M2 wafer
standardization, etc. As a result, the
quality of monocrystalline solar cells
will be further improved in terms
of conversion efficiency, with a 2%
advantage over multicrystalline solar
cells.
Looking to the future, there has
been a significant increase in the
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